Nevertheless, one can try to reconcile these contradictions in Whitman's attitude toward the Bible, and a comparison of "Song of Myself" and The Song of Solomon is illuminating. Song of Solomon is perhaps the most ambiguous and least "scriptural" of the Scriptures. Consciously or unconsciously using it as a source for "Song of Myself," Whitman created a work which rejected some basic precepts of nineteenth-century Christianity while using the tone, style, and yes, the spirit of the Holy Books themselves.
In his catalogue of biblical allusions in Whitman's poems, Allen found only two general or inclusive biblical allusions in "Song of Myself," despite hundreds of such allusions throughout Whitman's works. 1o The lack of specific allusion is not surprising, given the poem's avowed rejection of "second or third hand" knowledge (34). Basic to the philosophy of "Song of Myself" is the idea that man must look to himself and to his own experience, rather than to the words of his ancestors, in his quest for knowledge and truth. As Lewis Mumford has written, "such faith [as Whitman's] does not need external props and certitudes; it mocks at the testimony of bibles, for it is itself the source of such testimony. " 11 Whitman rejects as inadequate the wisdom of the old religions, of all religions. He opens the poem by placing "creeds and schools in abeyance" (10) , not denying that there is a truth to be found in religion, but refusing to believe that there is just one truth, one sect of religion whose words and practices can give the final answer to all our questions. Whitman presents a demanding test for ultimate truth, one which no conventional religIon can ever hope to satisfy. "Only what proves itself to every man and woman is so," he says after rejecting the force of "logic and sermons," "only what nobody denies is so" (654-656). Thus, though Whitman listened to the voices of the ancient, exalted religions, he found them all lacking:
I heard what was said of the universe, Heard it and heard it of several thousand years; It was middling well as far as it goes-but is that all? (1023) (1024) (1025) He follows these challenging lines with a catalogue of those worshipped as gods through time, concluding in a quintessentially Yankee tone that he is "taking them all for what they are worth and not a cent more" (1033). Again, the point is not that there is no truth· in these old ideas -after all, Whitman himself admits about his poem that "These are really the thoughts of all men in all ages and lands, they are not original with me" (355)-but rather that each person can and must arrive at his own truth in his own way, based on what he sees in himself and in the world around him. Whitman does not object to "special revelations," but he considers "a curl of smoke or a hair on the back of my hand just as curious as any revelation" (1039). He finds in the eyes of "Oxen that rattle the yoke and chain or halt in the leafy shade . . . / ... more than all the print I have read in my life" (236).
Small wonder, then, that . there is little overt biblical influence in this work; "Song of Myself" is a poem whose very essence is the rejection of truth based upon another's experience or revelation, the rejection of truth founded on the authority of another's words. And for all the power of his own "prophetic screams" (572), Whitman himself refuses to make his words into an authoritative source for others. He might well have been appalled at Mumford's designation of his poems as . "sacred literature," for his is the philosophy of endless questioning that leads to new resolutions, new truthsand newer questions. 12 He salutes his "Eleves," encourages them to "come forward" (974) and to question him, but ultimately demands that they reject his truth for one of their own creation: "He that by me spreads a wider breast than my own proves the width of my own, / He most honors my style who learns under it to destroy the teacher" (1234-1235). Whitman tells his students that he leaves them "no chair, no church, no philosophy" (1205), that his "barbaric yawp" (1333) is untranslatable, and that finally-they must create their own expressions of truth. Yet, despite the poem's pose ofindependence from authoritative sources, "Song of Myself" clearly shows the influence of Song of Solomon. Certainly both works share an occasionally confusing mingling of the dramatic and lyrical modes. The secondchapteriof Song of Solomon, for example, switches from the famous lyrical description beginning "I am the rose of Sharon," to the dramatic scene of the love-sick maiden asking for help, to the beloved's invitation to his 10ve. 13 Other such examples abound; indeed, the Song of Solomon has been variously interpreted as a collection of lyrical love poems, or as a pastoral drama. 14 "Song of Myself" is filled with these mid-gear genre switches also. Whitman's admiring lyric about animals "So placid and selfcontain'd" (684) turns into the riding scene; even more dramatically, the stories in Sections 35 through 37 turn into the remarkable scene of Whitman's renewal, and then continue with his lyric celebration of the "friendly and flowing savage" (976). The tension here is provided not only by shifts in genre, but by equally dramatic changes in the poetic mood. Now the poet is the objective storyteller; now he is the shamed and beaten beggar; now he is the strong and restored teacher of athletes. There is in Song of Solomon an· analogous alternation between moods of exultation and despair-for example, the celebration of love and the mourning for its loss in the third chapter. This portion of Song of Solomon is divided between the pathos of the search for the lost love and the lyrics of the joyous arrival of King Solomon's wedding litter. The contrast between the moods of the two scenes is more striking for the similarity in their imagery. In the first episode the dark is full of nightmares and the watchmen are of no use, while in the latter song sixty heroes ward off the terrors of the night.
Such general stylistic similarities between the Song of Solomon and "Song of Myself," however, are hardly enough to prove a link between the two poems. More telling are the direct echoes of the Song of Solomon that can be heard in Whitman's poem. Both works begin with fragrance: Song of Solomon opens with the "savor" of the lover, which is like "good ointments" (1:3), while "Song of Myself" presents "houses and rooms [that] are full of perfumes" (14) . A more general echo of Song of Solomon is the vision·ofwomen as "my sisters and lovers" (94), a formula common in the 'biblicalwork. 15 Whitman's poem includes other expressions and lines that are not direct quo- These lyrics share a stunning sensuousness in their descriptions of the land, a tone that is emphasized by the contrasting frame of the opening and closing lines with their simple but arresting commands of passion.
The Song of Solomon is unique in the biblical canon because it lacks an overt national or religious theme. Because of its sensuous nature, the poem's acceptance into the canon was based on an allegorical interpretation, expounded first by Hebrew and later by Christian scholars. 16 Two of the most interesting echoes of the Song of Solomon in Whitman's poem reflect some knowledge of the poem as allegory. Section 45 of "Song of Myself" is a lyric of affirmation, a celebration of "limitless space" and "limitless time" in a universe where "There is no stoppage and never can be stoppage" (1190-1196). This section ends on a note of faith and renewal:
My rendezvous is appointed, it is certain, The Lord will be there and wait till I come on perfect terms, The great Camerado, the lover true for whom I pine will be there. (1197-1200)
The melding of the languages of love and of religious experience -the picture of God as a lover for whom one pines -reflects an allegorical interpretation of Song of Solomon. Ironically, these lines, with their overt reference to God, seem more biblical in their way than the Song of Solomon itself; after all, the King James translation of the poem does not include any overt mention of God at all. 17 Another example of Whitman's play with the allegorical ideas of the Song of Solomon occurs early in the poem and is explicit only in the 1855 edition. In Section 3, where he sings about the "procreant urge of the world" (44), he writes of a God who "comes a loving bedfellow and sleeps at my side all night and close on the peep of the day" (1855 version). Again there is the explicit, and here quite sensuous, use of the lover-image to describe Whitman's relationship to his God, in keeping with the interpretation of Song of Solomon as an allegory of love between God and man. Because Whitman chose to change his allusion from God as a "loving bedfellow" to a less explicit description of the "hugging and loving bed-fellow," and because of his earlier sarcastic remark about those who are "proud to get at the meaning of poems" (32), one might be tempted to argue that Whitman was consciously examining and finally rejecting the allegorical interpretation of the Song of Solomon. There is, however, simply not enough specific proof to back up such a contention; in fact, Allen admits we cannot prove even a conscious imitation of the Bible in Whitman's works. IS But solving the problem of Whitman's conscious or unconscious echoes of Song of Solomon in "Song of Myself" is less important than illuminating the thematic links between the two works.
Stovall describes "Song of Myself" as a "trilogy" of three dominant themes, "Democracy, Love, and Religion"; in the Song of Solomon Whitman has found a touchstone for a discussion of the latter two ideas. 19 Whitman's use of the allegorical image of a lover as God does not mean that he, like the theologians of his time, rejected the literal celebration of love in the Song of Solomon. "Song of Myself" is a rejoicing in frank sensuality, such as the story in Section 11, the short and poignant description of the lonesome woman of twenty-eight years who watches the men bathing by the sea. "She hides handsome and richly drest aft the blinds of the window" (203), says Whitman. This picture of a woman's shy longing turns inside-out the famous description from Song of Solomon of the young man as he sings to his lover an invitation to love: ... the brawn of Leaves of Grass is, I think, thoroughly spiritualized everywhere, for the final estimate, but, from the very subjects, the direct effect is a sense of the Life, as it should be, of flesh and blood, and physical urge, and animalism. 21 Whitman states his case more succinctly in Section 48 of "Song of Myself": "I have said that the soul is not more than the body, and I have said that the body is not more than the soul" (1269-1270). This is a thematic center of "Song of Myself"; it reflects the synthesis of the physical and spiritual that a reading of the most sensual work of the Judeo-Christian tradition can express so well. Classical Christian theology has created a dichotomy of loves, dividing love into eros, which is carnal, and agape or caritas, which is spiritual love. Robert Gordis points out that the classical Hebrew expression for love, ahaba, does not reflect such a division, but rather can be used in spiritual or physical descriptions. 22 There is no evidence that Whitman knew the Judaic conception of love, but consciously or unconsciously, he tries in "Song of Myself" to return to this original, undivided view of love as a thing of the body as well as of the soul. What better text to use as a source than Song of Solomon, a work whose literal meaning celebrates the physical, but one whose inclusion into the biblical canon hints at the spiritual possibilities of just this physical side. Whitman rejects physical love as only an allegorical construct because it creates a hierarchy where the allegorical meaning is more truthful than the literal. The soul becomes greater than the body, contrary to the message of Whitman's poem.
Teichert discusses the audacity of Whitman's heretical celebration of physical love in Children of Adam, but a study of the Song of Solomon as a source for "Song of Myself" shows that here is no real heresy, but rather a return to a more authentic scriptural view of love. The heresy is aimed only at those who refuse to acknowledge the literal celebration of physical love in Song of Solomon, those who "lie awake in the dark and weep for their sins," those whose sense of guilt or "duty to God" (686-687) has led them to demean their bodies as a perverted means of exalting their souls. "Song of Myself," with its picture of a woman's repressed sexuality in Section 11, looks backward to an earlier, freer day, when the beloved peered through the lattice to celebrate the beauty of physical love-not, like Whitman's woman, to hide from it.
Besides Whitman's identification with the prophets of the Old Testament, there is another biblical ' character whose image is reflected in the persona of "Song of Myself." Leader of his people, sage, builder of great houses, rider of horses, lover of women, writer of songs -in the mythic character of King Solomon Whitman may well have found a foundation for the "august" (409) and lusty singer of the "Song of Myself." The poem is a celebration of Democracy and a repudiation of authority, but part of its sensibility is based on the words of the most famous monarch pictured in the Bible, itself the most authoritative work of Whitman's experience. Many of the ideas and images in "Song of Myself" are based on the words of a king whose name is given to a book of love songs revered as holy by a religion whose adherents had, in Whitman's view, perverted the very meaning of love. Perhaps Whitman was aware of these ironies; ifhe was, he reveled in them, more evidence of the contradictions in himself, in his world, and especially in his poetic works.
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